P7 Virtual Guide
During a time like this it’s easy to give up on P7 knowing that
meetings in person can’t happen anymore. However, we can still
meet even though we’re not in person, God can still move. This is why
doing P7 virtually is a great solution.

The Planning:
The first step to starting a virtual P7 club, is choosing what meeting platform
you will be using. Now, there are many platforms out there especially during
this time that are free and ready to use. When choosing a meeting platform
it’s important to keep in mind what is easiest and most accessible to you and
the group you are trying to reach. Also keep in mind what features are
important to you for your meetings.
A few Virtual Meeting platforms are:

Zoom is a free videoconferancing company that also has an app for
easy access. Some of zoom’s features are chat services during
meetings, whiteboard feature, screen sharing, virtual background (like
a green screen, you can select any photo on your device for your
background), screen view layouts, and an easy access link/code.
Google Meet is another video-communication
service that is developed by Google, it is also free and very accessible.
Google meet has features that include scheduling a meeting from google
calendar, screen sharing, screen view layout, meeting recording, speech
recognition through technology, hosting large meetings up 250, and an app
for even more accessibility.

Skype is another great option for virtual meetings is this
video-meeting company. Some of their features are live
subtitles, Skype call recording, screen sharing, video
calling for up to 50 people, chat features even when
meetings aren’t happening.

Promotion:

In this world right now, it’s a great time to start promoting your club on Social Media platforms.
This makes your virtual club well known amongst your classmates or even friends that you
would love to share Gods word to. You can also use these platforms to promote when and what
meeting platform you will use to hold your meetings at. Also, p7clubs.com has a ton a great
graphics for your Social Media under the resources section that are great to encourage and
promote your club. Another great idea is take a screenshot or picture of your meeting and post it
on social media to connect with possible club members and to share your victory moments with
P7 on instagram. @p7clubs

The Time:
Something that is really important for your virtual P7 is what time you will be
hosting, now there is a lot of availability because students don’t really have
much going on during this time. However, something that will be important to
you is reaching out to your classmates and friends asking them what time
would work best for them. This will be important especially after meetings are
happening with school, that you have to find a free time for everyone.
Lessons:
One of the easier parts of starting a P7 club whether if it’s in person or virtually is
that the lessons are all already made for you, and are available for you at
p7clubs.com and coming soon is Volume 7 the newest lesson buddle. However,
it’s not as easy to teach these lessons to those who don’t know God, and it takes
a lot of confidence and faith in him. Good things and many doors of opportunity
will be opened if we spread God’s word through relationships. There may be
trials, but always know that God is by your side.
Games
Learn to have fun and connect with your club members by playing some
fun games virtually. These games can get your club members hands on
with some of the meeting platform’s features and they can feel involved.
You can also have your club members rotate getting to pick the game for
the week, so they can feel involved.

Here are some game ideas for you:
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Guess the Sound?
○ This is a guessing game, where you play a random sound on a
device and club members guess what sound you played.
Story Game
○ This is a funny game, where you take turns saying one
word trying to complete a sentence or story. Be creative,
and make it weird and funny!
Zoomed-In
○ This is game where you have to prepare ahead of time by
taking pictures zooming in on different objects, or find some
online. Then, during your meeting use the screensharing or
virtual background feature and show the picture. Have your
club members guess what object it is.
Pictionary
○ This is a classic game where you can take turns drawing with a
pencil on paper (Whiteboard feature on Zoom will also work), and
students can guess what it is.
Geography Guesser
○ This is a game where you screenshare or use a virtual background
feature to show a landscape, building, or a place and club
members guess what place it is.
State Foods
○ This game is where you show a picture of a food and club
members try guessing which state has that as their official state
food.

